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ZB 
 
COURSE TITLE: Zero Balancing and Outer Bridges: The Pineal Gland 
and the Heart of ZB 
ABBREVIATION: Outer Bridges 
EDUCATIONAL CREDIT: 25 CEUs (Massage Therapists only; 
Acupuncture pending) 
COURSE LENGTH: 4 DAYS  
PRE-REQUISITE: CZB and Completion of Geometry of Healing or 
Discretion of the Instructor 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 

Welcome to Zero Balancing and Outer Bridges: The Pineal Gland and the 
Heart of ZB.  This class will expand on the core ZB protocol with new 
fulcrums connecting the energy of the auric (toroidal) field with the body’s 
structure and energy, it’s “inner bridges.” Advanced practitioners will be 
introduced to fulcrums that work with the higher frequency energies of the 
upper seven chakras (above the head), transducing them through the 
pineal gland, thymus, and heart, to the lower seven (body) chakras of the 
core energy. Outer Bridges will lead the practitioner to a working framework 
of concepts related to the experience of following energy in this expanded 
state. It will encompass working with energy fields in various tissues of the 
body and how they relate to the outer bioenergy field, as well as accessing 
free-standing waveforms. Outer Bridges will further develop one’s ability to 
recognize and work with various aspects of self-referencing body signals 
and unique feedback loops. 

In addition to working with the toroidal energy field and the pineal gland, we 
will work extensively with the heart for several reasons. First, because the 
heart is the largest generator of electromagnetic fields in the body, far 
greater even than that of the brain. Additionally, it has been well 
documented that that field extends beyond the body by as much as 3-10 
feet, and as such influences the auric field. Second, it has been recognized 
that the heart acts as a “toning device” that harmonizes the energy coming 
into it from the pineal gland and the thymus, then uses that energy to set up 
the vibration of the whole body through transduction and distribution of the 
energy.  There are additional reasons which will be explored in class. 



This course makes conscious and intentional, and then expands upon, 
fundamental skills and concepts already built into the core ZB protocol and 
principles. It will present the advanced zero balancing practitioner with the 
opportunity to not only build a bridge between the inner and outer energy 
fields, but to clear, balance, and bring them into coherence with one 
another as well. Finally, for our clients, it will help them take an even larger 
step in re-membering and clarifying their unique, whole, essential self. 

You will learn: 

• The theories and principles of working with these higher frequency 
energies inside and outside the body on both a physiologic and 
energetic level 

• The functions of the outer chakras, pineal gland, heart, and thymus 
as energy transducers and how to use these effects in the fulcrums of 
the Outer Bridges protocol 

• How to build the bridges between the inner and outer energy fields of 
the body for clear channels and flows of subtle energy 

• To work with an expanded ZB protocol based on a 14-chakra model 
• The theory and application of the advanced fulcrums of this class 

 What Participants Say About Outer Bridges: 

“Larry is an exceptional and gifted practitioner and teacher of Zero 
Balancing.  In ‘Outer Bridges: The Pineal Gland and the Heart of ZB,’ my 
understanding and awareness of our inner and outer bridges [relationship 
of inner and outer energy fields-ed.] were clarified and expanded.  The 
fulcrums taught in this class opened new doors of awareness and 
possibilities for healing and expanded consciousness.  This class was a 
magical journey into new realms of the Zero Balancing 
experience.”  Melinda Paul, CZB 

[I] loved learning new fulcrums that connect to the field of energy that 
surrounds all of us.  All of the knee fulcrums are superb.  The fulcrum with 
the second hand on the side of the thigh [heart-pineal gland fulcrum- Ed.] 
where one goes out through the pineal gland of the brain to connect into 
Source and bring the energy into and among the chakras, finally leaving 
the fulcrum in the heart is great!  Also love the shoulder compression where 
one connects the person’s energies from the feet and out to Source, 
holding and aligning the energy until it balances [grounding in spirit fulcrum- 



Ed.] is a favorite of mine and I use most of these in every session.  Doug 
Deming, CZB 

“The fulcrums of this expanded protocol provide a connection between the 
inner and outer bridges that is quite clear, noticeable, and profound.  These 
new fulcrums appear to be clearing not only the energy and structure of the 
body, but that of the toroidal field as well, resulting in an even greater level 
of alignment, connection, and coherence.  This truly transforms the 
experience of ZB for both the client and the practitioner.” Lisa Shepard, 
CZB 

 

 
 


